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English version of top grossing Japanese Mobile Game,
“Logres: Japanese RPG” launches beta test on April!
Tokyo, Japan – March 27, 2017 - Marvelous Inc. and Aiming Inc. announces the beta test schedule for the English
version of its top-grossing MMORPG title, Logres: Japanese RPG, in selected countries.
An anime-style MMORPG boasting over 8 million downloads in Japan, the English version of this epic online
multiplayer JRPG is now ready to make its mark in the global mobile market. The CBT will be open to United
States, Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, and New Zealand on April 2017.
Players who complete in-game events during the Beta Period will receive rewards during the commercial launch!
Sign up for Beta Test: http://www.logres-jrpg.com/beta-registration/

About Logres
Logres is a turn-based RPG that’s simple to use and very easy to play, even for beginners. Infinite equipment
combinations, character customization, and multiple jobs let you create an avatar and playstyle that’s unique to
you. Its real-time coop quests and auto party system lets you fight with your friends in legendary encounters and
save a world from chaos.
Discover the fantasy world of Logres, where magic, knights and goddesses come alive!

ABOUT MARVELOUS INC.
Marvelous Inc. is a
comprehensive entertainment
company which develops
online games, game software,
amusement games, audio &
visual content, stage and
musical performances, and
other products and services.
For more information, Visit us
at: https://corp.marv.jp/english/

ABOUT AIMING INC.
Aiming Inc. plans, produces,
develops and operates online
games for the smartphone
platform. Established in May
2011, Aiming Inc. is
headquartered in Tokyo, Japan,
with Tadashi Shiiba as CEO.
For more information, Visit us
at: http://aiming-inc.com/en

FEATURES:
Cute Avatars - Enjoy a variety of cute avatars! Customize your avatars to look like your favorite anime character and satisfy
your inner Otaku!
Multiple Character Jobs - Over 15 different character jobs to choose from. Each job has unique abilities that come in
handy for every clash.
Endless Customization - Become a powerful hero with style. Utilize the looks equipment feature to use items solely for its
appearance. Wings, Bear suit, Tuxedo, Grass skirts, - you name it, Logres has it!
Strategic Gameplay - Challenging MMORPG content with powerful raid bosses. Strategize with infinite equipment
combinations to create the perfect playstyle for you!
Real Time Co-op Quests and Auto Party System - Enjoy multiplayer gameplay. Defeat legendary bosses with the help of
friends and allies. Need assistance with a challenging quest? The Auto Party System will pair you with formidable allies
that will aid you in battle.
Engaging Chat System - Never get bored playing the game. Play and chat with millions of online players through 1-on-1
messaging, party chat, clan chat and world chat.
Easy Controls - Crush your enemies with a simple tap. Enjoy optimized touch controls for the best mobile gameplay
experience.
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